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Introduction 
Matrix calculus is known to lend itself for mathematical investigation 
into systems of discrete units, if the empirical functions describing the behavi-
our of the systems are linear or linearizable, as shown first by ACRIVOS and 
AMUNDSON [1]. This method was applied in previous papers of the authors [2,3] 
for the dctermination of the number of theoretical stages of multistage counter-
current separation systems frcquently used in the chemical industry. 
The basic idea in [2, 3] "was that the diagrams of rectification, i.e. enthalpy 
vs. concentration, and that of the solvent content vs. solute of countercurrent 
extraction on a solvent-free basis are similar in structure and may be treated 
in a similar way, was adapted from the papers of RANDALL and LONGTIN [4]. 
In the first paper of the authors explicit formulae for the analytical 
calculation of the number of theoretical stages with respect to the so-called 
"general" extractor (with two feed solutions) defined in [2] (Fig. 1) were 
presented for the case where - in addition to the assumption of linearity of 
the operating line - the equilibrium curve too was approximated hy a straight 
line, or better hy a straight sectioned chord polygon for suitably chosen con-
centration ranges, as a further development of the approximation first used 
hy THORMAN [5] and KREMSER, BROWN and SANDERS [6,7]. The results for 
the case of the chord polygon approximation of the equilihrium curve were 
identical with the formulae and with the sums cited hy many authors. Decreas-
ing the distance bet"ween the vertex points the chord polygon turns into the 
equilihrium curve and thus the following formula gives the numher of theoretical 
stages in the concentration range of the douhle feed countercurrent extractor: 
x 
N = 1/' f'(x) - g'(x) 
x In f'(x) 
., g'(x) 
Xo 
1 
----dx. f(x) - g(x) 
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If the operating line g(x) is linear, this formula is valid for any equi-
librium curve f(x) that may be considered linear within one stage. The above 
integral is a generalization of the formula given by LEWIS* [8], valid for a 
linear operating line and for a parallel linear equilibrium line [9]. 
In [3] a generalization of [2] is given for the case where thc cquilibrium 
curve is approximated by a chord polygon as wcll, a non-linear operating 
T, I Xr 
T 
Fig. 1. Diagram of the double feed "general extractor" (concentrations on a solvent-free 
basis) 
linc is, however, allowed. The latter was takcn into consideration approximat-
ing the diagrams of enthalpy vs. concentration in rectification, or the solvent 
content on a solvent-free basis vs. concentration in countercurrent extraction 
by chord polygon. 
The idea of approximating thc diagrams mentioncd above by straight 
lines to facilitate calculations originates from KIRSCHBAU:.\1 'who supposed that 
the equation of the curved operating lines can be written using the differcnce 
of the heats of evaporation of the two components of binary mixturcs if the 
heats of solution and the sensiblc heat can be neglected. Also the calculation 
of the operating line by BILLET, rcported by KIRSCHBAU~1 [10], is based on 
this idea. For further details cf. [11]. 
The assumption of KIRSCHBAU:.\I can be dcmonstratcd to be identical 
with thc idea applied in our work, namely that the cnthalpy vs. concentration 
diagram can be replaced by a straight line, or by straight sections. 
In [3] the heat of solution was taken into consideration by approximat-
ing the enthalpy curve by a chord polygon instead of a single straight line. 
Systems of equations for the calculation of the numher of theoretical stages 
for the general extractor 
The basic model chosen for the determination of the number of theoret-
ical stages is the so-called "general" extractor with two feed solutions as 
defined e. g. by TREYBAL [12] (see Fig. 1). In the extractor the raffinate phase 
* With our symbols the integral of Le,~is takes this form: 
x 
N-f dx L 
x - f(x) - g(x) . TT 
Xo 
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A C is in countercurrent contact with the extract phase B C where C 
is the suhstance to he extracted. The common countercurrent extractor, the 
extractor with reflux and the rectification column are considered as special 
cases of the general extractor. 
To determine the numher of theoretical stages the phase equilihrium 
curve and the curves defining the phase amounts are given in co-ordinates 
introduced hy JAENECKE and PONCHON-SAVARIT hy means of an interpolat-
I 
! 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I I 
b IX) 
y= ( C,:,OI) I 
( AmolT Cmolhn phase V 
x = [. Cmal ) 
(~\ I Amal .;- emolin phaseL 0!) 
H(y} 
; I H I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I 
I 
// 
Xn=Xpyl V !Xk=xPX_ i,X-l xa ® x v=xpv_7'V-i x1= XpO) 0 
Fig. 2a and 2b. Approximation of the smoothed-out curves by chord polygons 
ing formula descrihing the smoothed out curve passing through the experi-
mental points and these are approximated in the (xo, x l1 ) range hy a chord 
polygon of (v + 1) linear sections connecting the points of ahscissae XOi 
(i = 1,2, ... , v) chosen adequate close to each other (Fig. 2 a, h). 
Hence xoo = Xo and x O,v+l = Xl!' 
Let 
Kt (i = 0,1,2, ... , v) 
X o,i+l:::;;: x:::;;: XOi and Ki ~ 0, 
he the equation of the linear sections of the phase equilihrium curve ohtained 
in this way and 
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B=Biy+B'f (i = 0, 1, 2, ... , v) 
and b = b;x + bi (i = 0, 1, 2, ... , '1') 
XO,i+l x < xO,i 
be the equations of the linear sections of the curves defining the phase ratios 
of extractors. The number of theoretical stages Pi (i = 0, I, 2, ... , v) fixed 
by each section is to be determined. For this purpose the following parameters 
of the entire apparatus should be given: 
L o' x o' bo 
T, XT, bT 
VG, Yo' B o (or Q'a,H) 
L", Xn 
where Ln is not known, but may be calculated. Symbols are defined in Fig. 1. 
Concentrations and material flows referring to each stage are denoted 
by double subscripts. The subscript pair P"-l' :>-: - 1 corresponds to the k-th 
stage where the feed proceeds, while the subscript pair P", ')I corresponds to 
the last (n-th) stage, and the concentration with the subscript pair pi, i the last 
stage of each group referring to a linear section is equal to the concentration 
marked with zero subscript of the next group: 
Xpi,i = xO,i+!; Ypl,i = YO,;+!' (i = 0, I, 2, ... ,')I). 
The corresponding material-flow rates - whose values, of course, are 
not known in advance - are L o = Loo; Lpi,i L o,I+1; Vpi,i = Vo,i+l (i = 
= 0, 1,2, ... , '1'). Thus, the equations of balances for each group of stages, 
are as follows. 
Material balance of substance C: 
L1oXIO 
-L1 oXIO + LzoXzo 
-LzoXzo + Laoxao 
. 
+ VlOYIO - VzoYzo 
+ V 20Yzo - VaoY30 
+ VaoYao - V4oY40 =0 
=0 
-Lp>:-,-l,"-lX Fo<_l-l,,,-l+Lp,,_l.,,-lXp,,_,,,,-l + V ~l,,,-IYFo<-l,"-l- V1,"Yl,,, = TXT 
- L Pv-2,,,Xp,,--2,v + Lp"--l,,,XPv-l,v 
-LPv-l,vXPv-l,,, 
+ V Pv-l,vYP,,--l,v- V Pv,vYPv,v 
+ V Pv,vY Pv,v 
=0 
=0 
=VoYo-
-Lnxn 
(1) 
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Material balances of solvent B 
LI0(b~XI0 + b~) + VIo(B~Y10 + B~) - V2o(B~Y2o + B~) = Lo(b~xo + b~) 
LIO(b~XI0 + b~) + L20(b~X20 + b~) + 
+ V2o(B~Y20 + B~) - V3o(B~Y30 + B~) = 0 
- L20(b~X20 + b~) + L30(b~X30 + b~) + 
Lpo-l,o(b~xpo-l,o + b~) + Lp,o(b~xp,o + b~) + 
+ Vp,o(B~yp, + B~) - Vll(B~Yll + BD = 0 
- Lp,,_,,"_'3(b~_2XPX_,,"-2 + b:_2) + Ll,"-l(b~-Ixl,"-l + b~-l) + 
-+- Vl,"-l(B~-lYl,"-l B:_1) - T\"-1(B~-lY2,"-1 + B:-I) = 0 
-LP"_1-1,'<-l(b~-lXPX_l,"-1 +b~-l)+Lpx_l,"-l(b~-IXP"_l,"-l +b:_1) + 
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+ Vpx_l,"_l(B~-lY pX-l,x-l B:-1) Vl,,,(B~Y1.,, + B:) = T (b~_lXT + b~-l) 
- Lpv-l',>-l(b:-lXpv-I,V-1 + b:_1) Ll,v(b:,xl,V + b~) + 
+ Vl'I,(B~YI," + B:) V2,,,(B~Y2,,, + B:) = 0 
L (b'·· I b") I L (b' . I b") I pv-Z,v "xPv-2,,, I v I p"-I,,, "xp"--I,,, I " I 
+ Vp"-I,,,(B~YP,,--I,V + B~) - Vp",,,(B~yp,,,v + B:) = 0 
Lpv-I,,,(b:,xpv-I,,, + b~) VPv,v(B~ypv," + B:) = Q' - Ln(b~xn b~) 
(2) 
The quantity Q' on the right-hand side of the last equation in system (2) 
refers in the case of extraction - to the process producing the solvent and -
in that of rectification - to the vapour phase. In the case of 
a) general extraction - Q' is the amount of solvent required to produce 
the solvent phase Vo in equilibrium 'with the phase Ln: 
b) extraction with raffinate-reflux, -Q' is the solvent content of the raffi-
nate-reflux Ln - R in the solvent, i.e. extract phase; and 
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c) rectification - Q' is thc heat quantity transferred to the reboiler. 
Hence, from the total enthalpy balance of rectification 
HI!) ..L i\I(/z' x o I -:r AI 
This has to he considered in the case of rectification where Vo = O. 
If in the systems of equation (1) and (2), the loth equation is replaced 
hy the sum of the loth, (I + I)-th, ... ,n-th equations (I = 1, 2, ... , n), and 
if the equations: 
V/=L1_ 1 + G/ 
G/ = ifJ/[{T + Vo - Ln , 
@ { 1, 
<9//(= 0, 
if k -1 > 0 
if k-I<O 
as well as the equations y = Kix 
are suhstituted for (1) and (2), then 
systems of equations are obtained: 
Ki; B = Bly Bt and b = bix b'~ 
after rearrangement - the following 
(LO,i G·)J(.X1 · I I ,I 
'1 KiLo.] 
( (3) 
Lpi-1,iXPi-l,i 
(LOi + Gi)BiKixl,i = LOibixOi TbT + Q' - Ln(b:,xn + b:) - I 
- (BiK; B'i)Gi (b'f - BiK; - B'i)Lo,i-
-- Ll,ib;xl,i + (Ll,i + GJBiKixzi = 
= Tb T Q' - L,,(b;,xn b~) - (BIK; B'f)Gi + (b'f - BiKi - B'f)Ll,i (4) 
- LPi-l,ibixPi-l,i + (Lpi-1,i GJBiKixpli = 
= Tb T + Q' - LnW xn + b~) - (BiK' + B'f)Gi (b'; - BiKi - BDLpi-1,i 
i = 0,1,2, ... ,')J • 
In (3) and (4), the values of Xji and Lji are unknown (j = 1, 2, ... ,Pi) 
and the number of stages rought for: EPi in the range (xo' xn) can be calculated 
as a function of T, XT, bT , L o' x O' Vo, YO' x'" The parameters K i , Kt, B;, B l , b; 
and b'f (i = 0, 1, ... ,v) required for the calculation can be taken from the 
diagram (or calculated by computer). 
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The calculation refers to the general extractor fed at the k-th stage 
(cf. Fig. I). The physical state of the feed is now defined by bT (in the case of 
extraction bT is the content of substance B in the feed, in the case of rectifica-
tion its enthalpy hT ). This quantity determines the partition of T between 
the phases Land V. In [3] this partition was determined by the well-known 
quantity q, according to which the following relationship holds between q and 
bT : 
B(XT) - bT q= 
B(xT) - b(XT) 
It should also be underlined that for the sake of simplicity it has been 
assumed that Lo and Vo are in a state given by the corresponding curve of 
the soh-ent and enthalpy diagram, resp., i.e. the solvent content of Lo is 
and 
Solution of the systems of equations 
The systems of equations (3) and (4) are linear in the concentrations. 
However, the coefficients Lji of the concentrations are also unkno".-n. The 
aim is to determine the number of equations in the systems. The solubility of 
the problem is provided by the structure of these systems, namely they are 
divided into v + I groups where the quantities characterizing each section of the 
functions approximated by chord polygons, i.e. K i , K[, Bi, B'f, bi, b7, are 
constant. The principle of the solution is as follows: from the systems of equa-
tions (3) and (4) written for each group of stages by eliminating the concentra-
tions Xji' a system of non-linear equations is obtained for the flow rates Lji. 
From this system of equations, a fractional-linear recursive formula is obtained 
for L ji • Using this formula and taking into consideration that the concentra-
tions xoi at the end of the linear sections are known, the number Pi of the 
equations in each group can be determined explicitly. 
Dividing each equation by the coefficient of concentration xji and intro-
ducing the symbols 
s· = ~ (If,. Tb T -+ Q' - L b ) 1 G. 1% Inn' 
I 
(5) 
(i = 0, I, 2, ... v) 
and the nilpotent matrix Li = [ljl:] of order Pi in ·which all elements but 
N). = L j - 1,i 
J,)-1 (L I G)K j-1,i T i i 
j = 2, 3, ... ,Pi 
i = 0, I, 2, ... , v; 
(6) 
3 Periodica Polytechnica Ch. XVII/4. 
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are zero; furth~r introducing the vectors 
fi = Lfja = r (L. . ~ G-)K-]; 
J-1,1 I 1 1 
j= 1,2,. ",Pi 
i = 0, 1, ... y 
(7) 
and the unit vector e1 whose first element equals 1 and the others are zero, the 
follovv-ing matrix equations are obtained for each group of equations in (3) 
and (4): 
(E L ) LOixoi I G ( T7')f K' - . x· = e1 - . s· - .1'1 .. ' . - .g. 1 1 (Loi Gi)Ki I 1 1 1 1 1 I' 
(E - .!iL .) x· = ~ Loixoi e· Bi 1 1 Bi (Loi Gi)Ki 1 
B'~ - b'!) 1 z B~ gi 
1 
(i = 0,1,2, ... y) 
~[8. -(B~IC B~ 1 1 1 
Z 
(i = 0,1,2, ... 11). 
(8) 
(9) 
The unknown Lp values occur besides in the coefficient matrices of 
the concentrations - in the components of vectors fi and gi as well. 
[Making use of the fact that the molar flow rates above and below the 
feed point are constant, Eq. (9) is identical with Eq. (8) because the diagrams 
Band b defining the solvent content of the individual phases, and the two 
enthalpy diagrams are two parallel straight lines, i.e. Bj = bi and Hi = hi 
respectively. ] 
Premultiplying Eq. (8) with matrix (E L;)-l, the expression obtained 
for Xi' and substituting it into Eq. (9) yields a single system of equations 
(with Pi unknowns) where the Lp values are the only unknowns. Taking into 
pz-l 
consideration that L; is a nilpotent matrix and hence (E L;)-l = .:E Lr, 
it is seen that 
(E - ~L.) (E - L·)-l = ~E B~ z 1 B~ 
Z I 
Bi - bi (E _ L.)-l 
B~ I 
I 
and the following system of equations is obtained for the Lji values: 
[~E+ Bi-b; (E B; , Bi . el...L . s· - •. -- .g. = L )-1] [LOiXOi G ( K')f K'] 1 (Loi _ Gi)Ki I 1 1 1 1 1 I 
bi Loixoi e...L ~ [8. _ (B~K~ ...L B'!)] f. 
Bi (Loi + Gi)Ki 1 I Bi I I I I I 1 (K~ ...L B'j - b7 ) . 1 I B~ gz· 
1 • 
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After arrangement premultiplying with matrix (E 
symbols 
L i ) and introducing the 
Bi = Bisi Bi - Si' 
hi = bisi + bi - Si 
(10) 
and 
,1K ; = (Bi - bi) Ki + (B'j - bi) (11) 
after rearrangement the following equation is obtained: 
(B ',. - b',.) Loixoi I G B- f I (B" b") e l J i i i J i - i gi = (Loi + Gi)Ki 
(12) 
= Li [,1K/gi + Gi(hi + ,1K ;) f;). 
Since in the first row of the nilpotent matrix Li all elements are zero and all 
but the first element of vector e l are zero, too, the first equation of the system 
(12) becomes: 
(13) 
This equation relates the known XOi and the unknown Loi values. * 
Taking into consideration the structure of matrix Li (cf. Eq. (6)), a 
recursive formula is obtained for theL j ; values from the other equations of (12) 
owing to the fact that the elements of matrix Li are identical with the elements 
of vector gi if the first element of the latter is omitted. Since the non-zero 
elements of matrix Li lay immediately below the main diagonal, the vectors 
Ligi and L;fi are obtained in the following form: 
Lig i = [gji gj-l,;]' (g-l,i = 0) } 
L;fi = [gjiJj-d, (f -l,i = 0) 
j=0,1,2"",Pi 
i = 0,1,2, ... , v. 
Thus the other equations in the system (12) are: 
1 
GiBd'ji (B'l - b'j)gji = gp( ,1K ;gj-l,i + Gi(hi + ,1K ;).fj-l,i] . 
Replacing Jji and gj; by the Lji values according to (7), the following relation is 
obtained: 
GiBi -L B': 
L .. I , 
]' 
bi = ,1K ;Lj-1,i + Gi(hi + ,1K ;) , 
(Lj-Li + Gi)Ki 
Introducing the symbol 
j=1,2,···,Pi- 1 . 
(14) 
* Eq. (13) can be obtained from the material and solvent balance (enthalpy balance) 
for the column part between the i-th and n-th stage, i.e. from the comparison of the correspond-
ing equations in (3) and (4) too. 
3* 
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the following fractional-linear recursiYe formula is obtained: 
(15) 
Since there is a simple explicit relation for solving linear recursive formulae 
by using appropriate transformation, Eq. (15) should be lincarized. This is 
done by a simple shifting. Introducing the expression 
1 instead of 1 
Lji J 
---~ ---:-lG 
GiBi ' 
Eq. (15) can be written in the form: 
K 1 1 
10 
Choosing 10 to satisfy the equations: 
le = K!... w(~: Ai) 
BM(iWAi) 
a linear recursive formula is obtained for the expression 
1 
Ui 
namely 
1 
~ Ki 
I Bi 
Ki + 10Ai T (K~Ai)2 . ~ 
GiBi 
10 
From Eq. (17), the value of HI is 
1 
Ki + w(bi + Ai) 
Bi(Ki + 1OAi) 
1 
(16) 
(17) 
The dependenee of w on i and that of u and v in (19) will not be referred to 
in the following. Eq. (17) is a linear, first-order difference equation with con-
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stant coefficients. Its solution can he given by considering some simple matrix 
relations. Writing the difference equation in the form of system of linear 
equations and introducing the symbols 
b;K; 
-=----'-----'--- = v ± , 
B;(Ki -7- w± Ai)2 
- 1), (19) 
1 
Zj=-----
_ Lji w± 
GJ3 i 
neglecting the superscript : for the time heing, the system of equations (17) 
can be written in the form 
Zj = ll(V - 1) I VZj_l . (17) 
Introducing the unit matrix E of order (Pi 1), the llilpotent matrix N = [n~,'J] 
of the order (Pi 1) 'whose all elements but n,,~_l 1 (a = 2,3, ... ,pi - 1) 
are zero, the unit vector e l of (Pi 1) order, the vector e 'with elements solely 
1 and the vector z = [Zj] (j = 1,2, ... ,pi 1), the system of equations (17) 
takes the form 
(E - vN)z = vzOe l ll(V l)e. 
Hence, since 
1 
1 v 1 Pi-'2 v:.! V 1 (E VN)-l = .::E (vN)m = .) 1 v- v 
IJ 
m=o 
VPi-2 Vp ,-3 
the following expression is ohtained for the elements Zj sought for: 
(j = 1,2, ... ,Pi - 1). (20) 
Resubstituting the symbols (19), the unknown values of Lji as functions of 
Loi can he obtained in explicit form, while knowing Xoi values of LOi are cal-
culated from Eq. (13). The number of stages in each stage group, i.e. the 
values Pi are required. The first equation of any group of stages can he written 
as the last equation of the preceeding group, i.e. the points dividing the equi-
librium curve and the other diagrams into linear sections may he considered 
as helonging to the section to their left or to their right. If the system of 
equations (17) is completed by a Pi-th equation in which Lp,i = Lo/+ 1 and the 
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latter is calculated from Eq. (13) by means of xo,i + l' then the solution of the 
system of equations (20) is augmented by a Pi-th relation: 
(21) 
A simple relation existing between ZPI and L p /li , Pi can be derived from Eq. (21): 
In u + zP' 
u +Zo Pi = ---'---"--
In v 
(22) 
Expressing Loi from Eq. (13) and substituting this into the formulae for ZPi 
and zo, then, introducing the symbol 
the expressions 
and 
Ll i = (Bi - bi)xoi + (B'f - bit), 
1 
Zo=----
+ 1 
w---
Ll i 
1 
are obtained. Substituting them into Eq. (22), using thc symbol 
f= !i.~ 
Bi+l Gi+1 
(23) 
and performing some transformations, the following equation IS obtained: 
Pi= 
Consider that from Eq. (18) 
and 
~ 1 - -w~ Ai = -=- [b i + KiBi 
2Bi 
lnv± 
(24) 
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1 
then, substituting these into Eq. (19): 
v± = bi K/ii + Ai +- f(b i K;Bi + Ai)2 4KiB;b; 
Ai ± Y(b i + K;B;+ A;? - 4KiBibi 
and since - also from (19) 
Ki 
---'----- - 1 
1 Bi (K; + W±A;)2 
u± 
utilizing Eq. (25), wc obtain 
1 
--=w+ - w±. 
u± 
Substituting this into the expression (24) for pi, 
In (w±Ll; - 1)(w+rLl;+l 1) 
(w±rLli+l - 1)(w+ Ll i - 1) Pi= lnv± 
347 
(25) 
(26) 
(27) 
is obtained. The expressions of v± and 1o± as well as Ll i are given in the formu-
lae (26), (18) and (23). Further symbols occurring in these formulae are given 
in (11), (10) and (5). From Eq. (27), the uniqueness of the result is evident 
since it is identical irrespective of the value of the roots in expressions for 
v± and w± being chosen positive or negative. 
The number of stages in the column section ahove the feed point is 
given by 
,,-1 
k = ;Ep;, (28) 
;=0 
the number of stages in the column section below the feed point by 
v 
n-k= ;EPi' (29) 
i="" 
Applications of the results for numerical calculations 
Introducing the symbols 
'P; = (bi + K/Bi + Ai)2 - 4K)i/ii (30) 
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and 
12i = bi + K/3i Ai 
Eqs (18) and (26) can be written in the form: 
1 - - r-
w± = --_ (b. - KB· -'- A· + 11 m.) 2A.B. 1 1 1 I 1 _ 1'1 
1 1 
V ± - Ch + ~ - , 
I 1'-D·, .m. 1;;1_ 11 
noting that Eq. (27) can only be used for Cfi > 0, but neither for CPi 
for Bi - b; -+ o. 
If CPi < 0, Eq. (27) can be written as follows: 
ar th 
Pi= 
bi + KiBi + Ai 
(31) 
o not 
It is obvious that for CPi < 0 the function ar th hecomes arc tan, leading to 
the expression 
(33) 
In this expression It IS effective to calculate the sum };Pi by increasing the 
number of chords to a value where the difference between two successive 
sums is less than one theoretical stage. At the beginning of the calculation, 
the number of chords has to be chosen so that no chord intersects, or is tangen-
tial to the operating line, since this would yield infinite number of theoretical 
stages. 
Considering the case where the difference B; - b; is zero and substitut-
ing (18) and (23) into (27) we obtain 
l Qi±V~ -l...L(B~-b~)c[Jj:. Qi+YCf. i -1...L(B~_b'.)lJI7-;11 2B. I I 1 1 2B. I I I I. In 1 1 f?i± 1rq;; -l...L(B~-b'.)c[J"!iI f?i+ \f CPi -l...L(B~-b'.)lJIj:. 2B. I I 1 I. 2B. I I I I Pi= __ ~ __ ~1 ________________________ ~1 ________________ __ 
In vf (34) 
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where 
<P;:'= 1 [(12i±~_J(.)X __ K~] 
I B'~ _ b': 2B _ I I I 
I I I (35) 
p;:. = 1 l' r (!i +1rq;; - K-) x- - 1el. 
I B'; _ bi _ 2B i I I I 
Considering that 
(36) 
and 
(37) 
the cxpression in the numerator can be reduced by the difference (Bi - bi), 
to lower terms and hence, using the symbols 
I r-U;:. = (li ::c 1 CfJi _ 1 
I 2B-
I 
and 
2(8- - 1(.8- - K~) TV;: = 1 I I I 
I I l( "B 12i T I f[!i -;:, i 
the final result is written in the following form: 
1nl U/ (B; - bf)<pf . _W-,i,--+ -P-1Tf.:...:.FI:-~.-=-1 ] 
Uf + (B; - bi)<Pt+l Wf r 
Pi = T lC 
I 12i i f fPi n r 
12i + 1 CfJi 
(38) 
(39) 
The advantage of Eq. (39) is that it is suitable for numerical calculation, 
however small the differcnce Bi bi be. Obviously for Bi - b'i = 0, the final 
result will he 
In Wf Pl+1 
Wf P i± Pi=-- I + 
n Vi 
(40) 
This expression is identical with the result published in a previous paper [2] 
of the authors. 
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Substitution of the approximating sum hy integral 
The sums (28) and (29) obtained for the numher of theoretical stages 
can be substituted - under certain conditions - by definite integrals, this 
heing an advantage for the numerical calculations. When the number of 
stages is large enough to consider the phase equilibrium curves and the curves 
determining the phase conditions i.e. the operating lines as straight lines 
within one stage, it is sufficient to consider the first term alone when expand-
ing in series the above logarithmic functions. The expression EPi may he 
regarded as an integral approximating sum and replaced hy the integral. 
In the foregoing the sign : referring to the ambiguity of the square 
root has heen indicated. This ambiguity - as already pointed out is, how-
ever, ostensible only. In the following none the less the minus sign is used only 
since then the limit of the integral approximating sums can easily be obtained. 
Thus, from the numerator of (39) leads to the approximative formulae 
(Bi - bi) -«([:i.-)-([;(--:))>O (41) 
U(-) ..L. (H _ b~)([k-:l) I ITl 
I I 1 I l-:-
and 
[ 
pt-) Pt-)] 1 In 1- i - i+l """'- P(-)-P(-) /0 
W(-) P(-) W(-)..L. P(-) ( I 1+1) "- • 
l I I ! l 
(42) 
Introducing the symhol Xi Llx 
(Bi b ~)«([J( -) - ([JC -;- )) I I 1-;·1 
Bi- bi 
---=---'-[Ui-)Llx + (1 K;)Llx] 
B7 - bi 
U< -) ...L (B~ - b~)([J( -;-1) 
I I I I LT m-) 
and SlIlce W}-) = __ 1 __ . m-), where U)-) is the conjugate of the expres-
Bi - bi 
sion U) -), hence 
U(-) 
I 
Bl - bi [U~(-) 
. ·x· Bf~ _ bf~ I I 
I I 
(44) 
(43) and (44) heing each other's conjugates if X = Xi = Xi+ l' Therefore summing 
over i in (34) and taking the limit of it, the integrand obtained is a fraction 
whose numerator is the difference of complex conjugate expressions for 
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rp < 0, i.e. a pure imaginary one and its denominator is a pure imaginary one 
as well, hence the integrand is a real one. 
The imaginary part of the right-hand side of Eq. (43) is: 
introducing 
Vrp· ImU·= -~ 
I 2B. 
Bi- bi 
at = -B-""--b-=-" 
t - ( 
I 
the following expression is obtained for the difference of (43) and (44): 
Since thc denominator of (39) for rp < ° is 
(46) 
reducing by i it yields the following form for the integral approximating sum: 
~ (1 - Kt + atK;)\f - rpi • Llx 
~----------------~----~---~~--~~-------------------
arc tg .~ {(s-Kis-Ki)(B'j -bi)(1+aix)2-ei(1+aix)(Kix+K;-x)+ (47) 
ei 
For rpi > 0, a similar formula is obtained: 
Taking the limit of (47) and (48) for Llx -+ 0, the quantities occurring 
in these integrals can be interpreted on the basis of Fig. 3 as follows. Increasing 
the number Xi of the dividing points, the limit position of the chords of the 
curves y = f(x) , B = B(or) and b = b(x) become the tangents of the curves 
at the corresponding points 
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and 
B = B(y) - (y - s)(B') - S 
b = b(x) (x s)(b') - S 
y = f(x) = K . x K'; y' = K; K' = Y - y' . x (49) 
Q = y'(b - S) (B - S) - b'(y - s) y' B'(x - S) 
rp = 122 - 4y' Bb 
can he suhstituted. Following integrals are obtained from (47) and (48): 
x, 1r=gJ 
't 
1 I e dx, 2 arc tg V rp (b - S)(y - s) - (B S)(x - s) 
'"' 
(50) 
Xn e 
and 
x, Vg; 
" 
J 
e e dx. 
In e + liqj (b - S)(y - s) - (B - S)(x - s) 
Xn e- yqJ 
(51) 
If B' = b' then the expressions for e and for rp = ri 4 K13b take the form: 
e = 13 y' b + (B' b') [y'(s - x) - (s - y)] and 
rp = ri - 4 y' Bb = (13 
- (s - y)] (B' - b') 
y' b)2 + 2 (B + y' b) [y' (s - x) 
(B' - b')2[y'(s x) - (s - y)J2. 
(52) 
Substituting these into (50) and (51), the generalized Lewis integral applied 
in (2) and (3) is obtained. 
By expanding in series the first factor of the integrands in (50) and (51) 
for r:p -+ 0, formulae suitable for calculation are obtained. 
Application to countercurrent extraction, refhued extraction and rectification 
(Specifying conditions) 
In the simple extractor (Fig. 3a) the molar flow rate of phase E (extract 
phase) on a solvent-free basis is Vo' This flow consists of pure solvent, when 
B(y) = cc, or of recovered solvent containing A and C, but in the latter case 
- according to the assumption made - the point representing is lying on the 
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curve B(y). This is described by 
Q' = VoBo = Vo(B~yo + B;) , 
i.e. the solvent contains the substance C to be extracted at a concentration Yo. 
Applying pure solvent Q' may be substituted into the dcfinition formula of Si. 
recovery 
j I 
D ----J L!;.ooling 
; i water 
V1 i ~[ 
t)' 
I I 
---L-.J. 
TI ~ 
i ! 
r-L.L 
®M 
b voRln 
: T 
Q'{PhaseE) (PhaseR) 
Fig. 3a. Simple countercurrent extractor 
LOlxo Vt I Yl 
I I 
T 
Fig. 3b. Extractor operating with extract and raffinate reflux 
Fig. 3c. Rectification column 
11 
Following conditions have to bc considered for the calculation of the theoretical 
stage number: 
S = VoYo L l1xn S = Q' - LI1(b~xn + b;) 
Vo - Ln Vo - Ln 
Ai = (Bi bi)Ki + (1 - IQ(Bi - bi) ; 
b- b' I bit S· i= is' i- , Bi = Bis + Bi - S . 
Calculating with the integral, A vanishes; b(x), B(y), y = !(x) and their deri-
vatives, as well, are obtained by interpolation formulae fitting the experimental 
data as closely as possible. Hence cp, (20 B(y) and b(x) can be calculated from 
Eq. (49). 
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Since Lm encountered in the formulae for sand S, is usually not given, 
its value has to be calculated from the material balances referring to the 
total extractor. 
Extractor operating with raffinate reflux and extract reflux (Fig. 3b) 
Conditions: 
The value of Ln being unknown, Vo is unknown as well, therefore no 
direct substitution of the above expressions can be applied. Calculations can, 
however, be performed making use of the material balance of substance B 
over the entire apparatus, using the relationship: 
Q~ = Vo(B~yo B~) = Vlo(B~Ylo + B~) + Ln(b~n + b~) Lo(b~xo + b~) - TbT 
and the definitions of sand S: 
s= 
S= 
f9;"TXT + (Ln - R)xR - LnxR = {XE above the feed point 
f9;"T + (Ln - R) - Ln XR below the feed point 
f9;"TbT + Vlo(B~XE + B~) I 
T f9 i"T (Ln - R) - Ln 
+ Ln(b;,xR + b~) - TbT - Lo(b~XE + b~) - Ln(b~R + b~) 
f9;"T + (Ln - R) - Ln 
(rg;" - 1)TbT (Lo - E)i.lxB + E(b~XE -'-- b~) 
T-R 
The values of Ai, b; and 13; are obtained from Eqs (14) and (10). 
Using integral (50), the remark on page 353. is valid for the calculation. 
Rectification 
Conditions: 
Vo=O; 
Xo =YIO =XD; 
The heat QH transferred in the reboiler is calculated from the enthalpy 
balance (see page 340.): 
QH = (Lo + D)i.lXD + D(h~XD + h~) M(h:,xM + h~) - ThT . 
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Thereby the values of sand S corresponding to the expressions for the refluxed 
extractor are obtained in the form: 
s = {XD above the feed point 
XM helow the feed point 
S = (@i" -- I)ThT t (£0 + D)L1xD + D(h~XD + h~) 
@ix' T NI 
The values of Ai, bi and Bi are obtained from Eqs (14) and (10). 
The remark concerning the calculation with the integral is valid here, too. 
Example for the application of the integral 
Calculating the number of theoretical stages of a simple countercurrent 
extractor using the integrals (50) and (51), the system A, B, C is not real, 
the diagrams characterizing the system are arbitrarily chosen typical curves. 
The calculation refers exclusively to the "geometry" of the problem, i.e. in 
Fig. 4 - in addition to the curves - the value of S and its abscissa was 
15~----------------------------, 
10 
5 
0,5 
0," 1------1-, 
Q3r---,r-~ __ ~-~---~---------1 
0,2 t---Ic-,----/----:--~~- .-.. ---.--------
o 
o 0,1 0,2 0,3 0,4 0,5 0,6 0,7 
Fig. 4. Graphical solution of the example 
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chosen arbitrarily as well, to eliminate using values for the initial flow rates. 
Specifying the data on countercurrent extractor on page 352. as follows: 
Initial concentration of the raffinate 
(on the binodal curve) 
Final concentration of the raffinate 
Ratio of flow rates characterized hy 
Extraction with pure solvent, i.e. 
X o = 0.200, 
Xn = 0.020, 
S = -7.00 
S = Xn 
the interpolation functions of the curves in Fig. 4 are (for explanation, cf. 
Fig. 2a): 
B=B(y) 15.00 Y + 15.00 (straight line within the range calculated) 
b = b(x) = 0.363 eo.31se'·'''% 
y = y(x) = 1.993 XO' 908 - 3.450 X 2'871 
The detailed data of calculations are presented in the following tahle: 
x 
Xo = 0.200 
0.190 
0.180 
0.170 
0.160 
0.150 
0.140 
0.130 
0.120 
O.llO 
0.100 
0.090 
0.080 
0.070 
0.060 
0.050 
0.040 
0.030 
0.020 
31.810 
32.387 
32.939 
33.468 
33.975 
34.461 
34.927 
35.376 
35.809 
36.229 
36.637 
37.039 
37.438 
37.840 
38.255 
38.696 
39.186 
39.770 
40.547 
'I' 
-~ ~--------
-30.130 
-29.484 
-28.828 
-28.200 
-27.634 
-27.157 
-26.796 
-26.571 
-26.501 
-26.604 
-26.897 
-27.397 
-28.129 
-29.124 
-30,431 
-32.130 
-34.358 
-37.371 
-41.703 
H 
1.0098 
1.0093 
1.0088 
1.0083 
1.0079 
1.0076 
1.0073 
1.0070 
1.0069 
1.0067 
1.0066 
1.0066 
1.0067 
1.0067 
1.0069 
1.0071 
1.0074 
1.0078 
1.0084 
(b-S)(y-s)-
(B-S)(x-s) 
"--------
0.31338 
0.29839 
0.28340 
0.26879 
0.25490 
0.24207 
0.23062 
0.22085 
0.21304 
0.20746 
0.20433 
0.20387 
0.20624 
0.21154 
0.21984 
0.23108 
0.24502 
0.26117 
0.27838 
Integrand 
51.25 
54.77 
58.63 
62.78 
67.17 
71.72 
76.28 
80.65 
84.62 
87.90 
90.25 
91.44 
91.37 
90.04 
87.60 
84.32 
80.56 
76.73 
73.44 
Integral calculated using the method of Simpson, yields the numher of theoret-
ical stages 
n = 13.997. 
A value hetween 14 and 15 is ohtained graphically. 
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Summary 
Following a definition of the double fed "general extractor" given in [2] the multistage 
countercurrent extractor, the countercurrent extractor operating with raffinate and extract 
reflux and the binary mixture rectification apparatus are considered as special cases of the 
general extractor. For the numerical calculation of the number of theoretical stages or plates 
an integral approximating sum is derived. In the present paper the restriction that the opera-
tion line is a straight one, is omitted and a general analytical method of calculation is given for 
the determination of the number of theoretical stages of the countercurrent. separation methods 
mentioned above. The assumption is made that in the case of extraction the equilibrium dia-
grams and the diagrams describing quantitative phase conditions on a solvent-free basis, or 
in the case of rectification, the equilibrium and enthalpy diagrams are known. An example was 
given for a suitable interpolation formula describing the diagrams. 
Symbols 
A Solvent carrying the substance investigated 
B Extracting solvent 
C Substance to be extracted 
Amol>Bmol,Cmol Quantities of A, Band C in mols 
B Molar ratio of substance B in phase Von a solvent-free basis 
b :Molar ratio of substance B in phase L on a solvent-free basis 
B(y) and b(x) Interpolation functions describing the quantities of substance B in the extract 
phase and reffinate phase, respectively 
H(y) and hex) Interpolation functions describing the enthalpies of the vapour phase and liquid 
bT 
D 
E 
H 
11 
k 
L 
11'1 
n Q' 
q 
R 
T 
V 
x 
y 
y =f(x) 
y = g(x) 
phase, respectively 
Molar ratio of substance B in the feed T on a solvent-free basis 
:;YIolar flow rate of the destillate 
Molar flow rate of the extract 
Molar enthalpy of phase V 
Molar enthalpy of phase L 
Number of feed stages 
Molar flow rate of the phase where the concentration of the substance of inter-
est decreases (raffinate phase expressed by A + C) 
Molar flow rate of the distillation residue 
Number of theoretical stages 
Amount of substance B required to produce phase V (in the case of rectifica-
tion, amount of heat transferred in the reboiler) 
Fraction of feed joining L 
:NIolar flow rate of raffinate at outlet 
Molar flow rate of feed 
l\Iolar flow rate of the phase where the concentration of the substance investi-
gated increases (extract phase expressed by A+C) 
:;YIol fraction of the substance investigated in L 
:Niol fraction of the substance investigated in V 
Interpolation function describing equilibrium condition; 
Operating line 
{
I for k - I :> 0 function of unit jump 
o for k - 1< 0 
Unit matrix 
First unit vector 
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List of indirect symbols 
Page No. of formula 
Ai 343 (14), (11) 
Bi,bi 343 (10) 
Lli 346 (23) 
Gi 340 
Pi 346 (24) 
Si, si 341 (5) 
vi 345,347 (19), (26) 
'LVi I 344 (18) 
Kj,Kj } B'i, Br 337,338 bj, b'/ 
Ui, Wi J 349 (38) ifJ i , PI (35) 
ai 351 
rpi 347 (30) 
o· 
_I 348 (31) 
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